In 1918 L. Fejer gave an example of a function/(z), analytic for \z\ <1 and continuous for |z| gl, such that the sequence of Lagrange polynomials found by interpolation to /(z) at the roots of unity diverges at a point on the unit circle. More recently S. Ja. Al'per showed that, regardless of how the interpolation points are chosen on the unit circle, a function g(z), analytic for \z\ <1 and continuous for \z\ Ssl, exists such that the Lagrange polynomials do not converge uniformly to g(z) for \z\ £1. In the present paper we present some theory which sheds some light on the results of Fejer and Al'per. A new example of the divergence of Lagrange polynomials is also presented.
Let A (T) denote the class of complex-valued functions which are analytic on Int r and continuous on r=rWIntr.
For the case in which T is the unit circle, S" is the set of (w-fT)st roots of unity, and fEAiT), Fej6r [8] proved that the sequence (Lnif; z)) converges to/(z) uniformly on compact subsets of | z\ < 1. This result has been extended to more general curves T by various authors; see for example Curtiss [5], [6] , [7] , Al'per [l], Thompson [l5] ,andO'Hara [12] . WithT the unit circle and Sn the roots of unity, Fejer in [8] also exhibited a function/*G^l(r) such that at a point z0 on T, (Ln(f*; z0)) is unbounded. Also Al'per [l] showed that no matter how SH is chosen on the unit circle T, there exists g*EA(T) such that Ln(g*; z) does not converge uniformly to g(z) for \z\ SI.
In this paper we propose to complement these divergence examples with some theory and further examples. In §2 necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the convergence, pointwise and uniform, of (Ln(f; z)) with/G^4 (V). In §3 these conditions are used to shed some light on the examples of Fejer and Al'per. In the last section, with T the unit circle, a specific family of functions in A (T) and sets S" are introduced for which (Ln(f; z)) is unbounded at a point of Int T.
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of (Ln(f; z)).
Let T be an arbitrary Jordan curve and suppose fEA(T).
By referring to the existence of convergent polynomial approximations for f(z), z on r, Curtiss [5, p. 181] remarked that a sufficient condition that lim"^." Ln(f; Zo)=f(%o) lor any z0EInt T is that the sequence (Xn(z0))r"o shall be bounded, where X"(z) = E*-o |Xn*(z)|, n = 0, 1, • • • . The remark remains valid for z0 on T. (The convergence is uniform on T if (X"(z)) is uniformly bounded on t.) He conjectured that the condition is necessary. We here establish the conjecture by showing that if this sequence is unbounded, then there exist functions / in A(T) for which {Ln(f; z0)) is unbounded.
Our starting point is the following simple consequence of a theorem of Rudin [13] (see also [3] ). Theorem 2.1. // /fee sequence (X"(z0)) is unbounded then the sequence (Ln(f; Zo)) is unbounded for ollf belonging to some dense Gs set in A (r).
This follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [l4, p. 98] now that the sequence (X"(zo)) has been identified with the sequence of operator norms (||L"( ; z0)||) with the domain of L"( ; z0) restricted to A(T).
Theorem 2.1 deals with the pointwise behavior of the sequence (Ln(f; z)). The following theorem is the natural counterpart of Theorem 2.1 for the uniform behavior of this sequence. Theorem 2.2. If the sequence (X") is unbounded, where X" = suplSr X"(z), then the sequence (Ln(f; z)) is not uniformly bounded on T for all f belonging to some dense Gs set in ^4(r).
Since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, we present only a brief outline and let the reader supply the details. Consider the linear Fejer's divergence example can now be viewed as a specific realization of the following theorem: Theorem 3.1. Let V be the unit circle and let Sn be the set of (n + l)st roots of unity. Let T be any countable subset of V -{1}. Then there is a dense Gt, set in A (T) such that whenever f belongs to this set, the sequence (Ln(f; z)) is unbounded at each zET.
Let T= {zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ } and let Aj he the set of fEA(T) such that sup" Ln(f; zf) = oo. Then by Theorem 2.1 and the lemma above, each Aj contains a dense Gs set in A(T). Therefore by Baire's category theorem D/lx A, contains a dense Gj set in A (V).
As usual in polynomial approximation theory, relatively light further restrictions on functions in A (T) may exclude them from the Gs set of divergence referred to in Theorem 3.1. For example, with T and Sn as in the preceding theorem, it is proved in [7] that when fEA(T)
is of bounded variation on T, then lim,,-.., Ln(f; z) =f(z) uniformly on T. (See also [l, Theorem 2].) We also remark that the results of [4] can be used to extend Lemma 3.1 (and hence Theorem 3.1) to a more general type of Jordan curve T. In this extension the interpolation points Sn are the so-called Fej er points on T (see for example [ 
7])-
We turn now to examine Al'per's result, for which purpose the following lemma is needed. is analytic on T. However sup"X"(z0) = oo for every z0GInt T (note thatX""(z0) = (z"-l)/(exp(2winB) -1)), and so for each z0GInt V there are functions fEA (T) for which (Ln(f; z0)) is unbounded.
The following theorem shows that in the case Zo = 0, one of these functions is/^ (at least for some B's). Tr/? + 3x/2 S 4>nk < 2tt/3 + 3tt/2; 0^^ L«/3j, 2*0 + r/2 < <£"* < t/3 + 3x/2; [«/?] + 1 g £ g » -1.
Since 0<|3<1 we also obtain: 2x0 +x/2 <$nk < 2irB + 3ir/2; 0 S k S [nB], 2xB + x/2 < 4>nk < 2ir$ + 3r/2;
[nB] + I S k S n -1. Using standard results in the thoery of continued fractions (see for example [9, Chapter X]) it can be shown there is a dense set of B's such that both the sequences (n(nB-M)>;=i and (n(l-(nB-
[np])))?ml have subsequences which tend to zero. Hence (Ln(fp; 0)) is unbounded for 8 belonging to a dense subset of (0, 1/4). A similar analysis can be made in the remaining three cases.
